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Abstract: Using interpretative resources from contemporary recognition theory with a special focus on the 
notion of mediated recognition, this paper discusses the nature and degree of methodological agreement 
as manifested in three twelfth-century dialogues. The first source to be considered was written by Gilbert 
of Crispin, and known as Disputatio Christiani cum Gentili (Disputation of Christian with a Pagan), ca. 
1093. The second source was composed by the Christian convert Peter Alfonsi, whose dialogue Dialogi 
contra Iudaeos (Dialogue against the Jews) was written about 1110. The third source to be considered is 
Peter Abelard�s treatise Collationes, a dialogue with three participants and the narrator, written between 
1127 and 1132. In particular, the paper discusses the role of reason, the principles of argument, and the 
potentially-shared set of rules these dialogues employ, thereby bringing the agreement among conflicting 
parties into focus. In this respect, the novel interpretative approach based on recognition theory also 
differs markedly from the standard reading of apologetic texts, which usually emphasizes conflict and 
disagreement.

Keywords: medieval philosophy, recognition theory, methodological agreement, disputation literature, 
reason

Introduction 

In this paper, we will discuss the nature and degree of methodological agreement as manifested in three 
twelfth-century dialogues. In particular, we will consider the role of reason, the principles of argument, 
and the potentially shared sets of rules these dialogues employ, thereby bringing the agreement among 
conflicting parties into focus.„ In this respect, our approach differs markedly from standard readings of 

��Thus far the eleventh and twelfth century disputation literature has been studied to some extent, but the interest has 
been focused on the description of general argumentation, on the definition of reason, or on the dynamics of conflict. See, 
for example, Abulafia, Christians and Jews. Our study does not claim to be an exhaustive examination concerning the range 
of reasoning in early medieval dialogues, but attempts to offer three different case studies of the subject. These dialogues 
represent a more positive account of �others� than most of the dialogues of this genre. Although the amicable tone and the quest 
for �fairness� in the argumentation of the dialogues is shared by all, the treatises still represent a literal genre that sought to 
demonstrate the Christian truths. The author mainly wishes to strengthen definite Christian identity and thinking as opposed 
to other beliefs which are devalued in varying respects. The role of the Christian figure is usually to manifest the truth whereas 
the task of the other characters is to consent. For the dynamics of interaction in the apologetical dialogues, see Müllerburg/
Müller-Schauenburg/Wels, �Und Warum�.
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apologetic texts, which usually emphasize conflict and disagreement between the relevant parties.†
Another central novelty of our paper is the utilization of contemporary recognition theory‡ as an 

interpretative method for reading Medieval dialogical texts. There are three important conceptual 
resources from recognition theory that we shall especially rely on. The first one has to do with the 
notion of identity. The idea of interactive social construction of both personal and cultural identities 
as well as the themes of identity politics are central to recognition theory. In the dialogues that 
we are presently focusing on, the authors operate in different combinations with the identities of 
a Christian, a Pagan, a Jew, a Muslim, and a Philosopher. This in itself already makes the chosen 
historical dialogues highly interesting from a recognition-theoretical perspective. The second 
interpretative resource coming from the theory is connected with two fundamental dimensions of 
recognition, namely respect and esteem.� Respect towards other persons manifests in taking the 
other as a rational being who is, in principle, an equal participant in a meaningful dialogue. Respect 
in this sense can also be seen as a precondition for entering into a genuine dialogue with the other 
in the first place. Esteem, on the other hand, can be seen as something granted on the basis of 
specific argumentative capabilities and rational merits of particular participants in the dialogues. 
The third and final recognition-theoretical interpretative resource is then based on the idea of a 
mediated form of recognition. Mediated recognition is instantiated in a context in which some third 
party performs a mediating role between two distinct parties that, for some reason or another, do 
not initially recognize each other in some desired or appropriate way.� What especially interests us 
here is the mediating role played by the common standards of rationality adopted by the distinct 
parties in the dialogues. In the following, this quest for a common rational field of discussion also 
systematically connects our themes of recognition and agreement with each other.

The first source we will consider is written by Gilbert of Crispin, the abbot of Westminster, and known as 
Disputatio Christiani cum Gentili (Disputation of Christian with a Pagan), ca. 1093.� The second source was 
composed by the Christian convert Peter Alfonsi, whose dialogue Dialogi contra Iudaeos was written about 
1110. This dialogue is between Peter, the writer�s new Christian self, and Moses, his former Jewish self.� 
The third source to be considered is Peter Abelard�s treatise Collationes, a dialogue with three participants 
and the narrator, written between 1127 and 1132. In its first part, the discussion is held between the 
representative of Jews and a Philosopher, whereas the second part presents a dialogue between a Christian 
and a Philosopher. Unlike Alfonsi�s Dialogi, Collationes was preserved in only a few medieval manuscripts 
and its influence was slight.� 

These three sources are semi-fictional, as they are only partly based on real events and conversational 
encounters. The literary genre of these dialogues has its roots in early Christianity�s struggle for self-
assertion in the religious confrontations called the Jewish-Christian debate or literature adversus Iudaeos.  
 

��This work has been funded by the Centre of Excellence Reason and Religious Recognition (Academy of Finland). An earlier 
version of the paper was presented at the American Academy of Religion Annual Meeting 2015 in Atlanta, November 21�24. The 
presentation was included in an extended AAR session by the Centre of Excellence with the title �From Tolerance to Recognition: 
Recognition and the Acceptance of Otherness�. We wish to thank our presider Risto Saarinen, our commentator Robert Orsi, and 
all the other participants of the event, including our fellow presenters in the extended session: Olli-Pekka Vainio & Aku Visala, 
Panu-Matti Pöykkö, Minna Hietamäki, Elina Hellqvist, Anna-Liisa Tolonen, Joona Salminen, and Tim Riggs. Earlier versions of 
our text have been helpfully commented also by Toivo J. Holopainen, Heikki Ikäheimo, Simo Knuuttila, and the anonymous 
reviewers of Open Theology.
��Contemporary recognition theory is based on the foundational work of Taylor, �Politics�, and Honneth, Struggle. The 
framework has been further explicated and developed e.g., by Ikäheimo & Laitinen, �Recognition�. See also Thompson, 
Political Theory; McBride, Recognition; and Zurn, Honneth.
��Cf. e.g., Honneth, Struggle, 92�139; Ikäheimo, �Genus and Species�.
��On the notion of mediated recognition, see e.g., Koskinen, �Categorial Stance�; �Mediated Recognition�; Koskinen & PalmØn, 
�Agreement�.
��For a short introduction to Gilbert�s works, see Abulafia and Evans, Works, xxv�xli.
��Reinhardt and Santiago-Otero, �Pedro Alfonso�, 19�44; Tolan, Petrus Alfonsi, xiii�xiv.
��For the timing and influence of Collationes, see Marenbon, �Introduction�, xxxii, lxxxvii�xci.
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In the twelfth-century discussions, this genre was further broadened to disputations between Christians 
and philosophers, pagans, and competing Christian heresies.� 

We will argue that � in addition to certain pragmatic and rhetorical commonalities � the three dialogues 
to be discussed share many significant features, particularly the quest for the best possible argument on 
the basis of differing combinations of reason and appeal to authority for the defence of the Christian faith. 
In addition, they all pre-suppose that the contending parties can nevertheless agree upon a set of common 
rules or a shared form of rationality. However, while reason is often said to be the major principle, its 
application varies from text to text.„� First, the actors in the dialogue resort to rational arguments per se, such 
as universal necessity or self-evident truths, shared by all rational creatures. Second, the arguments utilize 
natural philosophy and the scientific findings of the time, treated on par with the more formal elements of 
the shared realm of rationality as well. The third plane of the shared rationality is moral philosophy and 
the search for the principle of the good life. By showing how the shared features are employed in the texts 
to be discussed, we will identify three different argumentative strategies based on reason and rationality. 
All three can be interpreted as functioning as mediating elements that help to build common fields of 
discussion and advance mutual relations of recognition.

Gilbert Crispin: Rational Demonstration of Truths

Gilbert Crispin was a nobleman from one of the best Norman families. He succeeded in his studies, and 
became a respectful pupil as well as a close friend of Anselm of Bec. Lanfranc invited Gilbert to assist him 
in Canterbury and, soon after his arrival, appointed Gilbert abbot of Westminster.„„ Gilbert wrote several 
treatises, but his best-known and most widely-disseminated work is Disputatio Iudei, in which argumentation 
is founded on both the testimony of reason and the Scriptures. This work brings together a great variety of 
standard Jewish-Christian disputational material and presents it in well-structured form.„† Perhaps Gilbert 
found some related questions in need of additional analysis, since he wrote another disputation, reporting 
a conversation between a Christian and a Pagan, Disputatio Christiani cum Gentili.„‡ In this clearly fictive 
dialogue, Gilbert rejects arguments based on Scripture and attempts to employ rational argument alone. 

Obviously Gilbert is not that confident in rational reasoning, but still wishes to try his ability in such 
a discussion as well, perhaps being encouraged by his teacher, Anselm of Canterbury, who opens his 
Monologion by alleging that if a person is even moderately intelligent, he can convince himself of most 

��The importance of this polemical literary genre to later Christian writers is substantial. One of the most famous early 
disputations is Justin Martyr�s dialogue with Trypho (ca.160), an amicable conversation about the Jewish people and Jesus� 
identification as Messiah. See Novikoff, Medieval Disputation, 16�19. 
���The foundation of the twelfth-century dialectics and argument strategies is the Aristotelian tradition. Following Aristotle�s 
Topics, Boethius writes in his De Topicis Differentiis 1, 5, p. 15; (PL 64, 1180A) that questions for disputation can be drawn from 
three sources; (1) logic (reason of discourse, ratio disserendi), (2) natural theory, and (3) moral theory. Boethius also states 
that argument is a reason which produces belief in something which is regarded as in doubt. The arguments themselves may 
be either probable (readily believable) or necessary or both; ibid. 1, 7, p.15 (PL 64, 1180C). Boethius was long the major direct 
source of dialectic. For this, see Stump, De topicis, 24. For a general outline of dialectic and its place in medieval scholasticism, 
see Stump 1989. The sources of this study reflect these traditional approaches in that Alfonsi is interested in questions related 
to natural philosophy, whereas Abelard deals with moral issues. Gilbert Crispin�s idea of rational reasoning falls into the reason 
for discourse, although he is not interested in logical reasoning per se. 
���For a short biography of Gilbert, see Abulafia and Evans, Works, xxi�xv. For an analysis of his dialogues and the art of 
disputation, see Abulafia, �Ars Disputandi�, 139�152. For a recent interesting analysis of Disputatio Christiani cum Gentili, see 
Westermann, �Unius Dei cultus�.
���These two paradigms of disputation, reason and the common authority, had already been clearly argued by Peter Damian 
in his dialogues. Antilogus Contra Iudaeos (PL 145, 41�57) and Dialogus inter Judaeum Requirentem, et Christianum e contrario 
respondentem (PL 145, 57�68). Abulafia, �Ars Disputandi�, 140. 
���Gilbert�s dialogue reflects important resemblances to Anselm. For instance, the Jew exploits the Anselmian formulation of 
God as a being that nothing greater can be thought of. However, Gilbert�s text also shows divergences from Anselm�s new ideas 
in his Cur Deus homo. Southern has suggested that Anselm was working together with Gilbert, helping him to formulate these 
passages on the necessity of incarnation. For this, see Southern, �Anselm and Crispin�, 87�94 and Abulafia, �Ars Disputandi�, 
146�147.
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Christian doctrines by reason alone.„� Gilbert�s general method of argumentation sola ratione clearly 
attempts to imitate Anselm�s famous scheme demonstrated in his Monologion and Proslogion.„� However, 
uneasiness in rational reasoning is seen in the general setting of the dialogue, which is intentionally 
blurred. Gilbert is said to be abruptly drawn to hear a secret meeting of philosophers in the shady streets of 
London.„� Gilbert is reluctant to join the meeting at first, but he does eventually arrive at an inn, lingering 
near the door.„� He takes a passive role as a mere bystander and listener to the discussion.„� 

Gilbert says that there were many literary people at the philosophers� gathering, including students of 
logic, discussing how one should understand what Aristotle and Porphyry had said about the impossibility 
of existing primary substances which are from something else and questioning whether grammar is logic, 
concluding that it is neither a natural art, logic, nor a liberal art.„� Gilbert may have composed these topics 
to create a plausible literary background for his disputation and to show that he has some expertise in 
rational argument and logic. However, in the following argument, Gilbert unexpectedly fails to use much 
logical inference or dialectic in his reasoning. It is uncertain whether Gilbert�s abilities in the dialectics are 
in fact minor; however, his general idea of rational reasoning turns out to cover the use of reason in a very 
broad sense. 

At the gathering, Gilbert also saw two famous philosophers of different sects disputing. The first 
one is characterized as a Pagan, a cunning opponent of the Christian faith through rational argument, 
whereas his challenger, a Christian, is a defender of the right faith with true assertions.†� The disputation 
begins when the Pagan claims that Christians unfairly call them irrational.†„ He argues that pagan poets, 
exercising the science of eloquence, said many things without believing them, actually teaching various 
things. Without giving any justification for this method of the poets, the Pagan continues that there is a 
difference between common people and the more reasonable ones, the common people being like animals 
who know nothing above sensible things. The people devoted to reason and truth, however, can separate 
senses from imagination and imagination from reason and believe that the intelligence of God the creator 
is above all.†† This anthropological scheme of human capacities derives from Boethius and is used by the 
Pagan to emphasize that both pagans and Christians have mutual rational abilities to use in a common 
rational field of discussion.

The common parameters for the debate are mutually negotiated in a dialogic process. Since the Pagan 
maintains that the defining principle of the human being is his reason, he declares that he will not take into 
account any arguments based on the Christian laws. The Christian agrees with the Pagan, exhorting them 
both to omit the authorities and to follow rational judgement alone.†‡ This means that they both agree that 
the sole parameter for the discussion should be reason. 

���For identifying this friend as Anselm, see Abulafia, �Disputing�, 137. For Anselm�s note, Monologion 1.13. Anselm�s pupil 
Boso is presented as an infidel searching for rational demonstration in Anselm�s Cur Deus Homo. For a recent analysis of Boso�s 
character and questioning for rational reasons for the main Christian doctrines, see Göbel, �Reasons�, 207�210.
���Gilbert was not as confident in reason�s powers as Anselm was, often relying on authorities and accepting that reason had 
its limits in religious matters. See Abulafia, �Disputing�, 139�141.
���Disputatio cum gentili 1, 61.
���Ibid., p. 61�62. 
���For a similar method in Abelard�s Collationes, see Hösle, God as Reason, 227.
���Disputatio cum gentili 2�3, 62. Gilbert refers to Aristotle�s distinction between the primary and secondary substances in 
his Categories 2b5. Gilbert�s discussion about the position of grammar among the liberal arts interestingly reflects the early 
medieval debate about the division of philosophy.
���Disputatio cum gentili 4, 62.
���It is unlikely that the Christian would claim that the pagan was irrational, this accusation being usually directed against 
Jews. As noted by Abulafia, Gilbert has construed his pagan interlocutor by employing several elements. The first thin layer of 
this character is simply a pagan from antiquity, following Roman laws. However, the character of the pagan mainly resembles 
the rationalizing Jew, questioning Christian interpretations of Mosaic Law and the Trinity. Sometimes the pagan acts as a 
Christian disputing disbelief, putting rational arguments about God�s existence. Abulafia, �Disputing�, 138.
���Disputatio cum gentili 5, 62�63. Cf. Boethius�s De Consolatione Philosophiae V, p.5. Boethian distinction of the faculties 
of the soul has important reception history in the twelfth century. For this, see, e.g., PalmØn Imagination, 30�49; Hamesse 
�Imaginatio� and Chenu �Imaginatio�.
���Disputatio cum gentili 6�7, 63; 9, 64.
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Characteristically for twelfth century texts, reason itself is loosely defined. Gilbert writes that reason is 
the power of the soul which is able to discern between the just and unjust.†� On the basis of the following 
argument, it is surprising that Gilbert defines reason as being related with moral discretion exclusively. 
However, Gilbert is here alluding to Anselm�s characterisation of reason, which includes the standard idea 
that reason is also able to distinguish the true from the not-true, the good from the not-good and the greater 
good from the lesser one.†� These broad ideas of reason do not come to the fore in the text. Instead, the main 
point is to demonstrate through rational arguments that the Christian faith has an internal consistency and 
intelligible structure. This more general aim can be best achieved by a dialogic process, in which the Pagan 
tests the limits of rationality and explicitly challenges the inner coherence of Christian beliefs. 

The first set of the Christian�s rational arguments is a tight construction with many allusions to Anselm�s 
works. The Christian holds that one may believe that only one God exists, not many, by following the path 
of reason. It is not possible to attribute plurality to God, since this would mean that it is possible to attribute 
infinite multitude to him. Second, there is nothing greater or better than God, who is above everything, and 
man should love and fear him. On that basis, one should obey God�s will and mandates.†�

The Pagan has many objections to the Christian�s arguments. His dispute is not directed against the 
rational conclusions drawn by the Christian, since it actually seems that he agrees with the aforementioned 
points. Instead, he contests the inner rationality of Christian beliefs, claiming that Christians accept many 
contradictory ideas, including, for example, God�s immutability and changes in his will. For instance, 
why would a good God create the human being and then let him be ruined? This inability of Christians to 
maintain one coherent opinion about God leads the pagans to withdraw from the Christian faith and the 
cult of their God.†� In this discussion, the Pagan does not attempt to evaluate the bases of Christian views, 
but ultimately accuses Christians of being irrational in their system of beliefs, seeing it as incoherent. The 
unstated assumption is that if the Pagan is able to demonstrate the incoherence, his arguments succeed.

The Christian takes another route, and tries to show that they have some common parameters for the 
discussion, claiming that they both share the same fundamental beliefs, which are rationally justifiable. 
First, the God of the Pagan and his God are not two gods, but one. Christians believe and trust in one God, 
and build everything on truthful assertions. Pagans also sense it, because their reason shows that there can 
be but one God. Next, the Christian proposes that the Pagan should submit himself to faith, because by doing 
this, he will understand the issues of faith. Apparently as an analogy suitable for pagans, he relates that 
before beginners have a better knowledge of liberal arts, they leave things to authorities without permission 
to contest them immediately. Now the Pagan should do the same with Christian authorities.†� Although the 
Pagan does not directly reject the Christian�s proposition, in the following argument he disregards it.

Second, the Christian asserts that there is nothing better than God, and they both agree on this. They 
both also hold that God has created only good things. The Christian argues that it is better to create the 
human being who is able to both sin and not to sin, that is, endow him with free will.†� Similarly, it is better 
to be able to both use reason and not to do so, than only to be able to use reason or not to be able to use 
reason. The human being knew that he willingly chose the worse and deserved to be punished. It is justice 
to punish injustice. The Christian admits that it is no wonder that the Pagan considers it absurd that this is 
said of the immutable God, since it may seem that God has altered his sanctions and decisions. Similarly, 
God appears to be angry with us when he punishes us for our sins, peaceful when he shows his mercy, but 
eventually he is like a wise doctor choosing the best cure for people.‡�

The Pagan acknowledges some truth in the Christian�s arguments, admitting that the explanation about 
God acting as a doctor accords with the sane intellect (sano intellectu), there being nothing contrary to 

���Disputatio cum gentili 6, 63: �Ratio est ea vis animi que iustum ab inusto discernit.� 
���Monologion, chapter 68.
���Disputatio cum gentili 9�10, 64. For the allusions, see notes 1 and 2, 64.
���Diputatio cum gentili 11�15, 64�65.
���Disputatio cum gentili 15, 65�66.
���This idea was formulated already by Augustine, e.g., in his De genesi ad litteram XI, cap. 4, p. 337 and cap. 6, p. 339 and was 
later repeated, among others, in Peter Lombard�s Sententiae II, xxiii, cap. 1�2, p. 447�448.
���Disputatio cum gentili 16�22, 66�68.
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reason. However, it seems to be completely absurd that God, who gave the law to Moses, gave and established 
the new law in Christ. For example, the Pagan particularly claims that fundamental Christian doctrines 
of the incarnation as well as the Trinity and divine simplicity are incongruous. The Pagan�s language is 
rhetorically strong, contesting Christian beliefs as insane, mad or absurd. Moreover, he is worried that, 
hearing Christian ideas, some simple-minded people might be led astray.‡„ 

The reply of the Christian is conciliatory, admitting that Christians often ask these same questions 
among themselves. Now, in his counter-argument he will be guided by reason (duce ratione). In the following 
passages, the Christian gives a lengthy explanation of God�s will and the ideas of salvation history, justice, 
sin, the new law in Christ and Biblical interpretation, mainly using traditional forms of argument. He even 
pleads with the Pagan to hear the testimony of the Scriptures to understand his beliefs.‡† Yet, interrupting 
the Christian, the Pagan asks him not to proceed further, but rather to explain a seemingly great discord 
between the Old and the New Testament and the disharmony between Christian books, the expositors of 
the books and teachers.‡‡ The Pagan contends that those who accept both Old and New Testaments have 
more confusion in their interpretation of the laws and scriptures than pagans who do not accept either of 
the Testaments.‡� 

The Christian answers rather unwearyingly that there are many things he wishes to say, if the Pagan only 
has patience. He will give answers, but not in order, because Christians usually talk about the simplicity 
and the eternal unity of God only among the faithful.‡� The Christian next aims to show that the Testaments 
do not disagree, but whenever they are aptly understood, they are in harmony.‡� The Christian�s persuasion 
is strong enough to satisfy the Pagan on some points. However, he still insists that the Christian should 
explain the idea of Christ�s two natures, human and divine, since the Pagan finds this among the most 
inappropriate. The Christian explains that God has taken the human form in the unity of person, without 
changing the properties of either nature.‡� The Pagan considers the Christian�s Christological doctrines and 
the question of divine omnipotence, but his conclusion is aporistic. He then formulates a standard critique 
of theism: if God wants bad things, where is his justice, if he does not want them, where is his omnipotence? 
In whatever way man disputes about God, God does what he wants, there being no strength or council 
against God. The Pagan would have preferred to rationally discuss the Trinity in particular, but finds out 
that his Christian opponent fails to fulfil his expectations: �You cannot show me any reason, you don�t have 
strength to twist the assent in your art of disputation�.‡� 

At this point, Gilbert�s treatise breaks off; the Pagan gets disappointed and leaves. The limits of rational 
reasoning with an unbeliever become visible as the central Christian doctrines are considered. However, 
the discussion continues, the assembly of bystanders insisting that it is necessary to continue the dialogue, 
since the Pagan did not know how to discover the rationality in the Christian faith. After this, one among 
the listeners continues the dialogue as a disciple, the Christian taking the master�s role. In the succeeding 
passages, the disciple and the master discuss the Trinity, Gilbert showing his scepticism about the possibility 
of persuading either Jews or pagans about the Trinity.‡� 

Against the claims of the Jews and pagans, Gilbert argues that there is no absurdity in the Trinity, the 
thing itself implying no contrariety. Still, even Gilbert himself doubts the abilities of some Christians to 

���Disputatio cum gentili 29�31, 69. Later the Christian also mentions that God�s simplicity is fundamental Christian doctrine to 
be discussed only between believers. See below. 
���Disputatio cum gentili 44.22�23, 72: �Audi super hoc Scripturarum testimonia, non quidem ut adquiescas��
���Disputatio cum gentili 48, 73.
���Disputatio cum gentili 51, 74.
���Disputatio cum gentili 54, 74.
���Disputatio cum gentili 61, 76.
���Disputatio cum gentili 66�69, 77�78.
���Disputatio cum gentili 82, 81: �Si enim mala uult, que eius iustitia? Si non uult, que eius omnipotentia? � minime uis 
disputare, quia nec ratione aliqua mihi posses ostendere, nec assensum aliqua disputationis arte valeres extorquere�. Cf. 
Disputatio Iudei 117, 39. The bad things seem to refer to the sufferings of Christ.
���Disputatio cum gentili 87�90, 82. For the analysis of Gilbert�s Trinitarian ideas and their relation to Anselm�s thinking, see 
Abulafia �Disputing�, 139�140. 
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